Board & Train Options for Rescues
Thank you for your interest in allowing my wife, Diana, and I to provide care for your organization’s animals.
The following are the criteria for placement into our home. But first a little bit about our environment. We foster/board
dogs in our home. We have an attached garage where we have four kennels set up for the dogs. Therefore, any dog
coming into our home must crate-able. The garage leads directly into our large fenced yard. We also have a path
throughout our 2.5 acres of property were we take the dogs for a stroll. Our dead end, cul de sac also offers a one mile
loop where we can safely and privately walk the dogs. And, we offer pack walks for the local community here and often
bring our foster dogs on pack walks – provided they are behaviorally equipped to handle such a social situation.
Although the dogs in our care are kenneled they get out in the yard and/or walks 5-7 times a day starting around 7am
with the last biological relief being around 11pm. We provide soothing music and the use of essential oils to maximize
their mental state. We provide daily training and structure. Once they reach a level of stability, we expose them to the
interior of our home to ensure they can acclimate to domestic life.
Training consists of the use of all schedules of reinforcement, depending on the needs and capacity of each dog
to respond to certain protocols. I also use correction tools like gentle leaders, pinch collars, martingales, no-pull
harnesses, loop leads, etc (I do not use choke chains). I also provide Reiki treatments to all dogs in our care to further
assist them in achieving behavioral balance. We also always have dogs here that can assist us in socializing “clients”
around other animals. As you know, some dogs may never like other dogs. But, it is our belief that they must at least be
able to coexist in the presence of other animals. We provide you with updates regularly, including an initial intake video,
recurring progress video and training logs for your review. If you have any questions that have not been answered or
covered above, please let me know.
Criteria For Intake/Guidelines
1. Although we do and can, we currently cannot take in any human aggressive dogs.
2. Our non-personal pet limit is 4 dogs. 2 spots are reserved for boarding clients.
3. Dogs must be crate-able. No exceptions.
4. Any dog we are considering for intake may be subject to an evaluation by me (Jeff) PRIOR to us committing to
that dog. Prior assessments and video may be accepted in lieu of.
5. Due to the size of our kennels (5’x5’), we have a 100lb weight limit at this time.
6. Bait dogs welcome, especially those that require assistance in gaining trust and confidence in humans.
7. Prices may be subject to change based on a dog’s actual behavior in our environment.
8. We reserve the right to discontinue service on a dog at any time, for any reason. If this clause is implemented,
we do offer a partial refund based on the time remaining. We do not provide a refund for work or
boarding/training services already rendered.
9. We have an open door policy and you are welcome to visit our home/your animal at any time.
10. We will assist in the placement of your dog in any we can (i.e. Facebook ,petfinder, adoptapet, etc)
11. Each organization is required to provide food and vet care for their animals in our care.
12. Animals must not have any communicable diseases as we do NOT have quarantine capability in our home. All
dogs must be up to date on vaccines and vet care.

Pricing (per dog)
Short Term (2-4 Weeks)
Description

Amount

Extended Stay Surcharge

Boarding Only
Board & Train (non-aggression)
Board & Train (dog aggression)
Board & Train (human aggression)

$500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00

$125/week
$250/week
$250/week
$400/week

Long Term (Up to 6 months)
Description

Amount

Extended Stay Surcharge

Boarding Only
Board & Train (non-aggression)
Board & Train ( dog aggression)
Board & Train ( human aggression)

$2,000.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$6,000.00

$500/month
$500/month
$500/month
$750/month

Emergency Boarding (up to one week)
Description

Amount

Boarding Only (for existing clients only). We
often have an emergency crate available in the
event you need temporary placement while
you animal awaits its next stop.

FREE

Extended Stay Surcharge

No extended stay option. Animal must
be relocated after 1 week.
NOTE: Animals must not have any communicable diseases as we do NOT have quarantine
capability in our home. All dogs must be up to date on vaccines and vet care.

Terms
1. Initial payments must be prepaid in full unless other arrangements have been made.
2. Extended stay surcharges are due on the 1st day of the month following the extended stay. For instance, if your
animal stays with us 7 months, the monthly payment for month #7 is due on the first day of month #8.
3. Cash / check is preferred. But, we also accept PayPal. PayPal(+4%) payments made to jcoltenback@gmail.com
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